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Basal Relativities in the Space X 

Yoshio Kinokuniya* 

Abstract 

Th巴 spac巴 3了;expounded in the provious papers')ス)， is reinvestigated from the viewpoint of 

'hypotheticalobJectification' so as to establish a renovated system of logical rudiments.‘Trans叩 duc-

tion' is a specially important notion， which is posited as a renovated modi五cationof‘trans五nite
induction'. Basis of a subspace is classi五edaccording to several properties， by which relativities 

among subspaces may be distinctly observed. It may b巴 mostch旦racteristicof our theory that we 
do not use any stat巴 tobe satis五ed‘almosteverywhere'. 

1. Hypothetical Objectification of the Space X 

The space X is given as a linear space， which is the aggregation of such 

vectors that 

x=(伊x(待E剖))，E伐e

x(ぽ~) being 与与ι-岨c∞omponentof x， c∞omplex-valued. E is called the (coordinate) indica-

tion of X， and is thought as a metric space provided with a normal measure戸，

by which戸E= 1. Density of the set E is五rstlyassumed to be larger than enu-

merability. 

If p， is the probability that 

0< arg x(~) < 2 (1 す)π (1. 1) 

then 

ぁ=1-;
provided that 0 < arg x(ご)< 2n・ Therefore，if P is the probability that (1. 1) is 

observed for all ~ε E， we may have 

09《!生(1-土)ν日@，

Moreover， it may be written as 

logp < lls.log@， (1. 2) 

denoting by lls the density of E. As m， is larger than enumerability， the quantity 
ρcannot be taken as a practically realizable one to make a probability， when we 

deny that 

*紀国谷芳雄
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798 y oshio Kinokuniya 

1ρり= (Q) (empty nu叫111')幻)，3川刊3的勺)リ)

(仕1.2勾)iおsconsequently thought to stand on the same ground as the non-practical 

me回aningimplied in Zermηmelお0's axion of choice. Thus it seems that we must give 

up de五uingthe space X within the practical observation. 
We firstly define X as such that 

X3x>寸x=(0x(ご)a， (1. 3) 

ac being the characteristic function of the point set {~}. 8uch a definition may 

be taken as a hypothetical 0再jectificationof the space X. (1. 3) may mean that 

X is the aggregation of vectors of which al1 the components are finite complex 

numbers， and that may answer our purpose well. However， it may be said that 

we here restrict the axiom of choice to be but once used in the formulation (1. 3). 

80， the hypothetical objecti五cationis， in effect， a sort of pure formularism. 

When we test computations to build up a course of analysis on the space X 

provided with the fundamental formulation (1. 3)， we shall find that many things 

are still1eft undecided. On the ground of metrization in the space B， we introduce 

a scalar product ( 1 ) in the form 

(xly) = 0x(ご)ν(~) 片 (μ， =μ) ， (1. 4) 

which natural1y accompanies the norm 11 11 by the relation 

Ilxlド=(xlx).

Then， the fol1owing three cases may be cited for our criticism: (i) (xly)=∞， (ii) 

(xlγ)=も (in五nitesimal)and (iii) (xly)=indefinite. From our viewpoint， the case 
(i) is not thought critical， as it gives but a very natural state in which the value 

of (xly) is computed as larger than any五nitestretch. It wil1 make a characteristic 

point of our theory that we regard the in五nitesimalquantityゆ asbut a basic 

element of computation. In e旺ect，we compute it as 

Ila，112 =μ(口~，).

80， we cannot identify the quantity @ with the usual zero， and this is one of the 

reasons why we introduced the symbol Ql， say emJうわInull2
)，3)， which wil1 be used 

instead of zero， in our analysis. Lastly， only the case (iii) is left to make a truly 

singular case. Thus gradually， the course of our analysis is proceeded and this 

wil1 make the way of our hypothetical objecti五cation，too. 

With respect to a family of vectors (勾)削 inX， if a vector z defined as 

z
 

e
 --

z
 

(1. 5) 

is really a vector in X， 

0Z，(~) (1. 6) 

must be a五nitecomplex number for any cεB， because z(~) must be so for any 

(250) 



Basal Relativities in the Space X 799 

~. Besides， the summation (1. 6) should generally be understood as of random 

proceed. So， we shall naturally conform to the riemannian law i.e. : 

@5 lz， (~)1 be convergent. 

Such being the case， we may reach the following conclusion. 

Proposition. 1.1. For the case that the vector z defined by (1. 5) is αvec-

tor in X， it is necessary仰 zdsufficient that the set 

A(<) = {え:ぁ(~)学 O}

is at most enumerable for anyミモ Band the su:悦 :matioη

l: Iz， (~)1 

is convergent for飢ツミモ B.

(め)刷 bea family of vectors in X If 

@5c，yλ=  0 [> c2 = 0 for each A 

(c，) being a family of五nitecomplex numbers， (仏)is called a (linearly independent) 

system of vectors (in X). Orthogonality between two vectors x and y 

xly 

is defined by the relation 

(xly) = (Ql*. 

If a system (め)implies the relation 

Vλ 上y，

whenever A手 IC，then (y，) is an orthogonαl system. 

When we write it as 

O<q<∞ 

q cannot be an infinitesimal. But， when we write it as 

。<q=@

q is a positive in五nitesimal;and when 

q=O 

it means that 

q=(Ql. 

The integral 

戸(f)口@5f(~) 11< = @5 f(~)丹十 @5 f(ご)μ3

* In this relation x or y or both of them may be of in五nitenorm. 
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800 Y oshio Kinokuniya 

lays a foundation for our analysis. This integral is not exactly of a practical 

category. For any partition of 8 (81)， the integral decomposition 

戸(f)= 10 (l0f(c) p，) 
l 8λ 

is generally assumed to be possible. As it is， this integral is essentially of a 

hypothetical sort of category so that， if any contradiction occurs， the use of II (f) 
shall be thereby stopped. 

If Y is a subset of X and 

X， Y E YT>α'x+syE Y 

for any pair of complex numbers αand s， then Y is called a (vector) subゅαcem 

X If Y is a subspace in X and 

Eヨy，>寸γ= I0Y(A)p1 

(ν(A)) being a family of (finite) complex numbers， then (pJ is called a basiγof Y. 

This is an analogous formulation to (1. 3). A subspace does not always have its 

basis. 

If(勾)is a family of vectors and 

z= I0zλ &zεX， 

then we generally assume that the relation 

(z!x) = 10 (z，!x) 

effects for any xεX; this is called the component laωThen， by some compu-

tations it may be proved that : 

Proposition 1. 2. For the case that a system (ρλ) is a basis ofαsubゆace，
it is neassary and sufficient that the set 

A(o = {A: AεA&Pλ(ご)学 O}

is a finite set for an，ツミモ E.

By the component law and Proposition 1. 2 it may be easily proved that: 

Proposition 1. 3. When (p，)刷 isa basis af Y， 

(Yヨγ &X3x)い(y!x)= I0Y(A) (ρλ!x); 

(Y3仏 z)い(γ!z)= I0l0y (A)z(2') (P，!ρJ 

= I0l0y(え)z(2')(ρ，!p，，) . 

(1. 7h (ん=1， 2， 3) are also called component laws. 

(1. 7)， 

(1. 7)2 

(1. 7)3 

Thus far， we have illustrated the outline of the hypothetical objectification. 

Finally it is notable that， if any practical objects are taken to be tested on our 

analysis， no contradiction is to be found in computation. This is but an expecta-

* This d巴五nitionis notably stricter than the one commonly used in classical books. 
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Basal Relativities in the Space X 801 

tion on our side， but makes a radical ground of estimation， though hypothetical. 
If we really meet a contradiction， we will make any correction to it and continue 

the study. 

2. Reaxile Extension and Local Projectivity 

The set 

Ex={c:cEE&x(ミ)学 0)

is called the (de;向 ing)support of vector x， and the set 

Be (ニE，(J'"))= nEx(xεY & x(c)求。)

is called a (supporting) scale ofαsubspace r. The scales are either identically 

equal or disjoint with each other')， so that we may assume the set of distinct 

scales to be given in the indexed form 

(8J，EI. 

Then， it is proved that') there exist vectors e， of which the supports are E， respec-

tively such that 

.yc v Y; & r， = ((e，))*. 

The family of vectors 

B(Y) = (e1EI 

is called the reaxilization of the subspace Y. We will denote the span of B(.Y) by 

Y， 

then we have 

Yι二Y，

but the equality does not always occur. So we call the subspace Y the reaxile 
extension of Y. When r = Y， we say Y is base-sφαrable and when Y手:Y，

chain-bαsed. When Y is chain-based， any basis of Y is called a chαin-basis料 .

The vector 

P午/一 (Ylx)
?J=一一一一一-x
x" IIxl12 

is the (proper)戸呼iectionof a vector Y on α vec如rx. When pxYεX， i.e. 
(ylx)/llxI12 is a五nitecomplex number，えyis said to beρωsible and， otherwise， 
to be impossible. If pxY is possible， x is a y-projective vector， and if PxY is 

possible for all y E Y， then x is a Y-ρrojective vector. If (Pl)1.EA is a basis of .y" 

米 ((v))indicates the space generated by a single vector v， i.e. the set of vectors cv， c being nnite 
complex numbers. 

料 Inthe previous papers， the contents have been restricted within but the base-separable case， 
while， in this paper， the general case is taken up. 

(253) 
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(ん)is called a l'二projective，ρi 

802 

and each 

denoted as 

(2. 1) B:(Y)=(ρλ)刷，

In case of (2. 1) 

are 

if no confusion is expected. 

(PÁ 三 ~o)PyY=もP2Y

is the projection of Y on Y. 

In the theory of linear operator， if 

L
 

一一L
 L is a projector， but， in our theory， such operators vi'ァillbe called converters， in 

distinction. Hereafter， we will use the term ‘projectivity' instead of ‘X司projectivity'. 

When l' c X， Y-projectivity is， as it were， a local projectiviり. When (PふA and 

(久)同N are Y-projective bases both， we may take it for granted that 

(2.2) 

But we use (2. 2) as a convention of notation， on condition that we may not use 

it as a basal relation to any demonstration. In this case， 

A=N. 

zεYい皇1242ez(A)血也
[[o，1l2 -~\"/ [[M2 

and we can choose such Z as 

[[o，ll2 

Z(A)ー

(ρA [o，) 
when oνiρえラ

k也L=131.
Ilo，I!2 

so that we may have 

(2.3) 

If the summation on the right hand of (2.3) is of in五niteterms， the value is∞. 

This is a contradiction， because (z[o川[O，j[2 must be the o，-component of Z with 

respect to O， and therefore must be of finite value. Such being the case， we 

conclude: 

Proposition 2. 1. When (ρλ)足 j and (孔)αreYタrojectivebωes both， the set 

ム={え:AEA & ρλ，to，} 

is a finite set for eachνEA. 

By almost similar computations， we may have: 

Proposition 2.2. If B: (Y)= (P')AEAωzd B(Y)=(e，)，E[， the set 

A，= {A:ぇεイ &Pλ，te，}

(254) 
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Basal Relativities in the Space X 803 

(Pぇ|久) ( (州民)¥ liPAI1
2 

一一一一 =(一一一一)・一一τ =a finite complex number学 O.I!ρvl12 -¥ 1IρA il2) I!九1[2-~ J.J..l.J.J.l........ ¥...>¥J.L.LJ.p 

Then， since (ρvlpA)/11ρλW must be also a五nitecomplex number which学0，we may 

conclude: 

Proposition 2. 3. When B: (Y) = (ρA)足 1 and A.， νεム

PA J_ρν[> 0 < IIp!.IIIIIPvll <∞・

The aggregation of such vectors z that a五xedvector y is z-projective， ap-
parently makes a subspace in X; let it be denoted by 

~Y(y) ・

Then， assuming that X(y) has a basis (γ;)， we have 

Xω)ヨz[> z = I0z(え)YA[>主皿L=Gz(え)坐回L
IIYI12 -~\"I IIYI12 ・

(2.4) 

Then， since all of (zly)/llyI12 and (判ν)/llyl12are五nitecomplex numbers， we may 

choose z such as 

z(A.) =到二 wheneverYA X Y ， 
(yλ|叫 ん

so that the right-most hand of (2.4) takes the form 

101， 

and therefore diverges except when the set 

Ay = {え:A.EA & Yd~.Y} (2.5) 

1S a五niteset. On the other hand， if the support of Y Sy is aロ m五niteset， for 

any cεE y we can choose z such as 

5εEz C Eu 
and 

(zly)/llyI12 = 1/2 . 

Then， about the vector 

z， = z-z(ご)aC 

we have 

(zlν)-z(ご)γ(c)IIacl1
2 

(z，ly)/llyI12 = 
\~I'" 

II\;'II~ 
\~I II~çll 

= 1/2 

because z(c)y(c) lIac11
2/11y112=昏. Hence it must be that 

so that 

z， z， E.X(y) 

乱=三二三Lε 工、
z(c)

、j

(255) 
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Thus we have 

zu ヨ~t> J， EX(γ) ， 
but 

(J，ly) = γ(~) IIJ，112学。
l.e. 

J，，l y . 

In this case the family (J，)出 canapparently be taken as a part of a basis of 
y 

X(仲間 thatwe may have a contradiction between finiteness of the set (2.5) and 

infiniteness of the set 8 y • Consequently， we have: 

Proposition 2. 4. For the case thαt XeY) hωαbαsis， it is necessαryαnd 

sufficient thα:t the叫狩舎ortofッisa finite set (与ι ッisa projective vec，拘 r).

3. Trans-induction 

Analysis on the space X may find its primitive steps in the set and measure 

theories devised on _X， which give formulations and make inferences possible among 

them to reach decisions， under the superintendence of ‘consistenc〆.Our theo可

is promised to be proceeded in such construction， on the ground of hypothetical 

objecti五cation. By the way， it is thought very e伍cientto apply certain categorical 

devices named ‘modes'， as motives to promote the logical reasoning. In this paper， 
one of them， the trans-inductive mode， will be illustrated to reach some important 
results. To attempt a general presentation of such a device may possibly accom-

pany some leaks on practical criticism. So， in this paper， we restrict it to be 

stated within a subapace of X exactly conditioned. 

When an individual (or a set of individuals， or eveηindividual element of a 

set) P has a property t， we denote it as 

Pct. 

If it is generally observed that 

(M， C M2 and ji;[2 C t)判M，ct)

then the property T is called a regressive one. For a regressive property T let us 
suppose that 

hv 
c
 

p

D

h

 

c

&

 

M
M
 

一乙
LR

 
and 

R十 ， E Mo UP， c わ&~十1 C þ
，~万

and so on. Then ηmay be thought as an ordinal number; but we will not 

emphasize this point because we are rather taking a manner to avoid the也eory

of ordinal numbers. As it is， if the property of a simple ordered set will not be 

(256) 
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practically used except in the after part of PJ， we may symbolically let the elements 

of Mo slip into the initial part 

P" P" ・・・ ， 

on condition that only the part of P~ and P，いisto be taken as the principal p訂 t.

1n this meaning we will use the conventional representation 

PJ， P" … ， P~， P~ 十h ・ (3.1) 

instead of 

Mo，PJ，…， Pc，Pr;十 h

(3. 1) is called an indicial di.学ositionωithres戸ctto the regressive property t. 

1n regard to this composition let it be denoted as 

Pη = UP2 • 
λく守

羽Tewill at times use the following disposition instead of (3.1) 

(Mc。三)PJCPzC…CP，CP肝 JC…. (3.1)' 

Through all the stages above田mentioned，we assume the following conditions 

are satis五ed:

(1) 

(2) 

V ((P，)) c;;:: Y for eachザ;
Aくマ

P， E Y -V ((P，)) . 
Zくヲ

Now we positれNOtypes of constructions to give rise to a method of induction: 

[ 1 ] On denoting as 

* 

Y， = y-V ((P;))， 
λくη

for any vector Qマin~， by an exact method dependent on Q守 wecan get a vector 

P， in Y such that 

Qマさ E亨十1

[II] When a set S is found in Y such that 

V ((P)) = Y， 
PES 

on denoting as 

Sη=snYマ，
* 

for any vector Q， in S" by an exact method dependent on Qマwecan get a vector 

Pp in Y such that 

* Q，E SHJ. 

[1] or [II] is called exhaustibility. If the indicial disposition (3. 1) or (3. 1)' with 

(257) 
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r白 pectto T is provided with exhaustibility [1] or [II]， then (3. 1) or (3. 1)' is said 

to give a trans・inductivemode; and， in this case， we assert the conclusion 

P = U P'I C T and Y = V ((P~)) . (3.2) 

This process of conclusion is called trans-induction. However， it must be noted 

that there are some other四 sesthan the above-mentioned ones， which are also said 

to give trans-inductive modes. The above-mentioned mode is， as it is， 01 progres-

sive type. About the trans-induction 0/ regressive type， we will later on state 

with examples. 

Any system (i.e. any indepentent family of vectors) in X cannot always be a 

basis of a subspace in X. So we wiU call a basal system a system satisfying the 

conditions of Proposition 1.2. Then， if a system (ρ2) is not basal， there exists at 
least one family of (五nite)complex numbers (x().)) for at least one t; such that 

e' Ix().)P2(t;)1 =∞. 

This being so， it may be understood that a :tぺprojectiveor an orthogonal system 

cannot always be basal. When two basal systems generate the same subspace in 

X， theyぽ ecalled (mutually) equivalent. If (ρJ削 and(札)正N are equivalent， we 

use the symbolical convention 

A=N 

on the same condition mentioned about (2. 2). When A is a五niteset， this relation 
is surely true. 

When S=(ρ2)ι1 is a Y-projective basal system in Y which contains an or-
thogonal system 

So = (Px)則。，

if we五X ))， from A-Ao and de五nea vector 

。九=P「 ERR1(R三 Pp) ， 

then， by Proposition 2. 1， the summation in the left hand is of五niteterms， and 

moreover， as will be proved later on in L三mma3.1， the vector P" is also 1て

projective. Besides， 

(人IP2) = (ρν，-"L.P2ρJρJ 

(p"lp2) =(ρJA。)-ZJL十 (P2Ip2J，
IIp!.11 

where by assumption we have P21 Pλ0' i.e. (P2IP2) (QJ if ).， ).0 E Ao and ).手ん so

that then 

(ρ IP2，) = (P"IP2Jー」-2-iMJ2
11 ヘ11

=(ρ，，1P2)-(P，，lP2) . 

(258) 
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In this proceeding we are applying no other substitution than by means of de五nl-

tion formulas and nor other vanish than by the relation ‘=(QJヲ， so that we may 

conclude that the computation proceeded in the above results in 

= (QJ. 

Consequently we have 。v，lρ'0for each Ao E Ao・

N ow let us take the following A， and S， instead of Ao and So : 

ム=Ao U {ν，} 

and 

S，=(人)刷1

on denoting as P，三九 foreach AEAo・ Then S， is a Y-projective orthogonal basal 
system and apparently 

V ((P，)) c Y. 

So， let us repeat the same process as the above-mentioned， on letting any ).)2 from 

A-A， be五xed. For the general step， denoting as 

and 

A， = (U AJ U {リ
Eく隠

UA，=Aκ(ー，)， 
Eくz

let us de五nea vector λin the form 

and de五nesuch as 

Pv_ = ρν L: ?λ(?λ 王 P戸)
叩 'EA，(_，) 

S，= (戸ふ.1，・

Then， by quite the same way with the above-stated， it is concluded that 

Pd Pvκfor each AεA，(_，) 

and 

V ((P，)) c二Y.

On repeating this process， we may gain an indicial disposition 

SocSュc... 亡 S，亡 S計， c・・・

with respect to the property that 

S， c -t or Pv， c -t 

(3.3) 

means that S， is an orthogonal Y-projective basal system. Since the increase of 

(3. 3) does not stop till A -U A， becomes empty， we have a trans-inductive mode 

by (3. 3) provided with exhaustibility of type [II]. So it seems that we may 

(259) 
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conclude that 

s= u S，κ=(15，)刷

is an orthogonal basal system in Y and equivalent to (人)，EA・ But，to tell the truth， 
it still needs demonstration that S is really a basal system. 

Let us define K (ν) such that 

正 ニ K(ν)

when l!，=ν; then by de五nitionλmaybe expressed in the form 

。ν=P，- I: c叫 (ρ，IpJρ1 ~.~ 

and also in the form 

15，= !3 15ν(え)ρ1，

so that we may have 

。ν(ν)= 1，。ν(A.)=-cνλ (P，IP，)if A.εA，(ν)(-1) 

and 。ν(A.)= 0 otherwise. 

If there simultaneously exists a value of ~ and a family of (fini鈴)complex numbers 

(z(ν) )，EA such that !3z (ν)λ(~)= ∞， then by (3. 4) we have 

∞ =!3z(ν)P，(~)-!3:Z::; z(ν)c叫 (ρJん)ρλ(~) . 

We may use the letter A. instead of νon the五rstsummation of the right hand， 
so that 

=!3z(え)P，(~)-!3L: z(ν)c叫(川町)ρ， (~) 

=!3(z(え)-!3z(ν)c，). (Pν|ρ川 P1(~) . 

Then since， by Proposition 2. 1， the indices νfor which (ρ，IP1)手(QJmake at most 

a五niteset， it may be written in the form 

= !3(z(A.)-L: z(ν)c叫(凡 IP川町(~) ， 

where cν 』パ(P凡Eν，1同ρP).よz(は川A刈)and z(ων刈)ar白eall 五n凶it総enumbers， so that the numbers definined 
by 

ど(A.)= z(A.)-L:z(ν)cμ(久IP).)

are all五nite(complex) numbers. Consequently we have 

∞= !3z'(À.) 凡(~)

for the family of五nitecomplex numbers (z' (A.))， which gives a contradiction to the 

fact that (ん)is a basal system; hence it must be that (151) is a basal system. Thus 

五nishingthe demonstration we conclude: 

(260) 
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Proposition 3. 1. 1f S isαZρrojective basal system in Y， there exists an 

orthogonal Y-projective basal system S' equivalent to S. 1n αddition， if S con-

tains an orthogonal system S，。ωithin，then S' can be made to contain So・

Lemma 3. 1. Jf a Y-lうrojectivebasal system (pJ刷 generat白 asubsραce zn 

Eう τ:vhichcontains a subspace Z generated by an orthogonal Y-projective basis 

(え)，EK，then if 

人=P，-PzP， 
it must be either P， = 0 or P， is a Y-projective vector・

Demonstration. By Proposition 2. 1 it can be written as 

人=P，-L: P，P). (P， == P，) 

and the summation in the right hand is of finite terms， so the following two 

relations may be directly verified: 

I(ρ).10，)1' 
(ρ机 )/llp，W= 1一号下旧同F

I(ρ，10，)1' 
I!T，W/llpλ112

= 1 -L:一一一一一
11んWIIM'・

and (3. 5) 

In these computations， we are applying no other substitutions than by means of 

formulations of component law and nor other vanish than by the relation ‘=(Q)'， 

so that the value of (3.5) should be either a finite complex number or = (Q) (i.e. 

IIP，W= (Q)). In the latter case it is namely that P，=Pz円 Therefore，it must be 

the case that the value of (3.5) is a五nitecomplex number when P， E Z. In this 

case， for anyνE Y we have 

判乙~=(JfP旦L-ZEE-k回斗旦t
11 TlII 2 ¥ IIp，112 711M2 IIp，II' ) IlP，112 

= (血出Lーャ並区L里担立川1ーや |(Pλ&_¥ 
べ11ρ，112 --;; 11M2 IIP，112J ¥ 7 IIp，1121IM2) 

which appartly gives a finite complex value. Besides， values of c， defined by 

c_=iν|え)
11M' 

cannot be other than finite complex numbers， and when they vanish it is that they 

are = (Ql. Then the value 

M斗-zMEEL-1生l位口 (y-L: cAIP，)/IIP).112 
11円11' '-' 11M2 11ρ112 

is = (Ql if it vanishes， because P， is， by assumption， Y-projective and y -L: c，o，ξ 王ぺ

Thus we see (yIP，)/IIP，112 is = (Ql if it vanishes. The demonstration is hereby 

五nished.

An orthogonal basal system holds a strong property. If Y is the span of an 
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orthogonal basis (ム)

Yε Y t> Y = r0y ().) oAい(ylo')= γ(ν) 11M2 

t> FvY = ν(ν) (P，ν三 Fa)， 

hence Ov are all Y-projective. Thus we have: 

Lemma 3. 2. lf Y is the学αnof仰 orthogonalbasal system A， then A 

is a Y-projective basis of Y. 

When Y has a basis and So is a basal system in Y， it comes into question 

if Y may have a basis containing So・ Infact， if Y= V((d，J) and 

the vectors 

ρ。=L: d"， 
k=l 

PO， d"， ・・・ ， d'n 

止 ~1

apparently give an independent system when n is五nite，but the in:finite set of 

vectors 

ρ。句 。β 、d，、・・・、 d，句 。β 、
山、v ・2' "n' 、n十， ' 

may not do So. 

When there is a set of vectors M = (ZJEI which does not give an independent 

system， if for any set of五nitecomplex numbers (ν(t)) it is observed that 

γ=  r0y (t)Z， E Y 

and inversely for any vector yεY exists at least one set of :finite complex num-

bers (γ(t)) such that 

y = r0y(t)Z" 

then M is called a supeゆ αsisof Y. If M is a super-basis of Y， then there 
must exist at least one su伍xκinZ such that z， may be composed in the form 

z， = r0z，(t)Z， • 
E亨全K

We remove one such su伍X Ii: from 1 and de:fine 1， as 

1， = 1-{Ii:} ， 

and if there still exists another su伍X Ii:， such that 

Z" = r0 Z" (t)z， 
Zヲ企"

cEI1 

then we remove Ii:， from 1， and de五ne12 as 

12 = 1， -{Ii:，} • 

On reiteration of this process we gain a disposition 
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コ十
I上コI勺ココL“

 
コy

h
 

コri 
(3.6) 

This succession shall not stop as long as 1" is found to be a super-basis. Thus 

we deem (3.6) to make a trans-inductive mode of regressive type， and we conclude : 

Proposition 3. 2. 1f"~ is a sゆかbasisofαsubφαce Y in X， there exists 
a basis of Y contained in ~'1. 

By a certain device， we can similarly reach the following result by trans-induc-

tion (of regressive type). 

Proposition 3. 3. 1f a subsραce Y hωα basis αnd Bo is a basal system 

contained in Y， there existsαbasis of Y containing Bo・

4. Re1ative Supplement 

F or a vector z and a set M in X， if 

zE M and zly for allγεM ， 

z is said to be orthogonal to M and it is denoted as 

Mlz or zlM. 

And for two sets M and N in X， if 

M n N = void and M 1 z for all z E N， 

M is said to be orthogonal to N and it is denoted as 

MIN or N1M 

(the proof of the commutative relation being omitted). 

If a subspace Y contains a Y-projective basal system (PK)，EK and 

z= v <<pJ， 

by Proposition 3. 1 there exists a Y-projective orthogonal basis (え)，EKof Z. Then， 

if we make a corresponding vector y' to any vector yεY-Z by 

ザ=y-fdPKy (p，広三三 Paト
we have: 

Zεz!>z=fdz(tr)o， 

い(y'[z)= (γ[z) -fdfd(P，y [z(tr)え)

((y[o.) ~ 1_.1 ¥. ¥ 

= (y[z)一符¥Ilol，i[':仰 (tr)o，) 

(y[o，)一一
口 (νlz)?下;17Z(κ)[[え[[2

= (y[z)一色(ν[o片付)

=(ν[z)一(y[fdz(tr)え)

=(γ[z)一(y[z)= (Q) . 
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In this computation the commutation of summations @) and @) needs no special 

inquiry， because these summations are essentially regarded as of random proceed 
and are used in the formal meaning of formulation irrespective of convergence. 

Thus we may conclude that 

ぜlZ.

If Z' is the aggregation of such y'， Z' is evidently disjoint with Z， so that we 
consequently have 

ZlZ'. 

Moreover， Z' is apparently a subspace in X and stands in the relation 

Y=ZVZ'. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

When (4. 1) and (4.2) are simultaneously e妊ected，Z' is called the (orthogonal) 

Y-supplement of Z and is denoted as 

Z'=Zyl.. 

Then， lastly we have : 

Proposition 4. 1. 1f Z is a subsμce lnαsubspace Y generated by a Y-

projective basal system， there exists the orthogonal Y-supplement Zト
If B: (Y) exists， Y is said to bear an immantent projectivity， or simply to 

be immanently戸可iective.

Proposition 4. 2. When Y bears an immanent projectiviむIand Zyl. is a 

Y-projective subspace in Y， Z主isalso a Y-projective subφαce in Y. 
Demonstration. Let it be that B:(Y)=(P')2E1・ Byproposition 3.1 Z may 

be assumed to have a Y-projective orthogonal basis (d')'EK' Then， on de五nmgas 

。λ= P2-@)P，pA (P，三P.J
by Lemma 3. 1 we see that P1 is a Y-projective vector and the summation @) is， 

by Proposition 2.1， of五niteterms. So we have: 

so that 

Z 3z t> z = @)z(ピ)ι

い(z¥P2)= @)z(ピ)(孔¥P2)

(.'n "， (ρ、¥dJ~ ¥ 
=?z(ピ)¥ん|ρλ一手pfaJ

(P2¥d，.) 
口 ?z吋(μ正〆')川(伊8ι広〆λ，イ|ρ凡川λA)ト一?今z(κピFhI言瓦む訂司江<.1九司l羽耳IT→τ2→一一 !仇l同陥5ι州州zμλ<'¥¥パ，¥¥

=ο， 

(P2)則 lZ.

Hence it is evident that (PA)lEA is either a basis or a super-basis of ZyL. In the 
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latter case， by Proposition 3. 2， we may take a subset of (PJ) just as to make a 

Y-projective basis of Zyl. Thus the demonstration is finished. If Y=X and Y 
is used to indicate Z (in the statement of Proposition 4. 2)， we gain the following 
theorem previously known. 

Corol1ar可・ 1f Y is αprojective subspαce in Xラ the orthogonal SUj持，le:悦 ent

Y 1 is also projective. 

5. On Basal Decomposition 

If Y is a base-separable subspace in X， we have 

Y=宝，

so that we may adopt its reaxilization 

B(Y) = (eJ'El 

as its basis. In this case， if (ρJ)'EAO is a Y-projective basal system which generates 

subspace Z， by Proposition 4.2 Zyl is also Y-projective since B(Y) is then a 

Y-projective basis too. Hence， there exists a Y-projective basis of Zyl， which 

may be denoted as (円).l.EA
1・ Then，if 

A=Aoりムヲ

(ム)刷 isevidently a B: (Y) (Y-projective basis of Y). This being so， (PJ)JEA and 
B(Y)町 efound to be equivァalent，so that， by Proposition 2. 1， the set 

1(2) = {c:ぽ 1& e，lP，} 

must be a五niteset for all AεA. Therefore，ん isexpressed in the form 

ρλ = L:P2(t)e， (5.1) 

of which the summation of the right hand is of五niteterms. This gives a 

necessary condition for the case 

B=(ん)刷。

is a Y-projective basal system in the above-stated base-separable subspace Y， but 

does not make a su伍cientone. In e旺ect，if 

Eニ <<ar;))V <<孔))V <<z)) 

where ~*守， z(~)=z(万)=0 and Ilzll >0， and if 

B= {ar;十九 ar;-ac+z}， 

then B is an orthogonal system which satisfies the condition (5. 1)， but is not J'ぺ

projective. Because， if 

P=弘-aη+之

we have 
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笠占」旦Jlと =_f1_=内
IIpI12 IIpl12 Ilzl12 = 

so that (則的111ρWconnot be a五nitecomplex number. 

The above-mentioned su伍cientcondition is realized by simultaneous connec-

tion of (5. 1) and the condition of Proposition 2.3 : 

ん(c)ム(κ)=1= 0 t> 0 < Ile，ll/lle，11 <∞. 

The proof may be easily gained. When (ん)is a basis of Y， by definition 

Y3y>寸y= @5y(え)ρλ

(γ(え))being a set of finite complex numbers. In this connection the set 

A(y) = p:ぇεA&γ(A)=1= O} 

is called the A-sゅρortof y. 

Propositiou 5. 1. For the case thαt a basal system S = (円)刷oinα base-

separable subspace Y in X， of which B(Y)=(eJEI is the reaxilization， is Y-
projective， it is necessary and sufficient that the 1-sψport of P 2 is a finite set and 

ρλ(c)ρλ(li:)学ot> 0 < Ile，ll/lle，11 <∞ (5.2) 

for all A E Ao・

In this theorem， if Y = X (eJE[ is not other than (a，)w' So， we reach the 

following theorem which has been veri五edin a previous paper2
). 

Corollary. For the case that a bαsal system S = (叫ん1isaPlザectivesystem， 
it is necessaryαnd sufficient that the support of P 2 isα 五niteset for allλEA. 

In connection with Proposition 2. 3 or the condition (5. 2)， as it were， a sort 

of hardness of a vector may be associated to comp訂 evectors， though it is thought 

rather earlier to test an exact definition of such notion. In the primitive stage， if 
the supports of positive vectors x and y are Ex and Ey respectively and 

円円

t;!;x;2 Dy ， 

then it may be considered that y is not harder than x. In connection with such 

matters， the following theorem may be remarked. 
Proposition 5.2. 1f B:(Y)=(P2)2E'b it is observed that 

(凡ly)/llyl12= @ (5.3) 

τvhenever Pyρνis impossible for y E Y. 

Demonstration. By Proposition 3. 1， there exists a Y-projective orthogonal 

basis S containing a五xedvector 久 Sowe may assume 

S=B:(Y) 

to prove the relation (5.3). Then， for any vector yεY  

hence 

Ilyl12 = Iy(ν)ドIIp，112十 01y(え)1211ρ2112， 
Aヲとν
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旬
U>

 

川
一
川u

 
e片

十刊
U一一

川一川
(5.4) 

On the other hand， 

(Pvly) γ(ν) Ilpvl12 ~ / Ilyl12 
一一一づ一=γ(ν)/一一一l[y112 - Ilyl12 -Y ¥"11 l[ρv[[ 2 ， 

hence， by (5. 4)， we gain the inequalty 

l戸凹山川皇剖M止l凶叫姐引[[[ ν叫1[2[ ，以凶ν引(作ων刈W [y凶ν引(ν )日[ . 

In caseγ(いν)= 0， it is evident that y _Lρν， l.e. 

(5.5) 

P'/Pv=O， 

so that P，λis possible. Therefore， for the case that PyPμis impossible， it must 

be thatγ(ν)学 O. Then by (5. 5) 

ι-[[yW 

Since the value (ρ収)/1[y[[2must not be a finite (complex) number when PyPνlS 

impossible， there is left only the case (5. 3)， Q.E.D. 

Partly as an example of a chain-based case， we wiU show here the following 

fact: 

Proposition 5. 3. 11 Y is a base-sφarable prcゾectivesubsμce (in X) 01 

which the reaxilization is B (Y) = (eJE[ ωld if there exists at least one suffix 
κε1 such that size 01 the suρport 01 e， is not less th仰 3，then Y 1 is chain-based. 

Demonstration. Let B， be the support of e， and 

By= U E(・

In addition， let S be a set of vectors such that 

Z Syう可l>å~ E S (5.5) 

and 

((e， >>ヨa，o十 c，a"+…+cna，: 
りS3O"kニ a，"+c，a" +…+ Ck-1a，<_， 

1+ [C，[2十二・+lck-l仁九 (k = 1， 2， ••• ， n) 
Ck 

(5. 6) 

and S does not contain other vectors than described by (5.5) or (5.6). Then it 

is evident that S makes an orthogonal system and the subspace generated by S is 

Just Y 1. 

Now let Z， be the subspace generated by 

(Ò"k)k~lん叩・

* Since Y is a projective subspace in X， size of the support of e， is五mte;二月十1in this case. 
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Then it may easily be seen that 

Z，ヨcJJ'Q-a"， c2a" -c，a" ' .・ .，cna，π_，-cη la'n' a~n -cna'Q・

Hence， in case n;;;:: 2， we have 

B(Z，) = {a，o'。ξ" ... ， a'n} 
so that 

Z，3e， 

Then， since it is evident that 

Z，うe，

it must be that 

Z，弓と Z，

(i.e. Z， is chain四based). In case n = 1， we have 

!i， ニ (<c，aCQ-ar;)) 
so that 

Z，=Z，・

In case n=O， Z， is void. Such being the caces， since 

B， n B， = void when c学/(， 

we consequently conclude that S is chain-based when and only when there exists 

at least one c for which n;;;:: 2. 

Mai土:hemαucalSemi抗乱γ 切 theMuroγ肌 Inst.Tech.， Hokkaido 
(Received Apr. 9， 1964) 
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